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Punkcoin (PKC)

Introducing Punkcoin 

Punkcoin is a cryptocurrency, the rebel under the cryptocurrencies. It is 
based on the Ethereum platform, using its ERC20 standard with the token 

symbol PKC. The contract source code is verified and published on 
Etherscan.


There will be a maximum supply of 1,000,000,000,000,000 Punkcoins.


The complete amount will be minted during an ICO, so the total supply 
equals the maximum supply.


But why is Punkcoin different? 

Punk is a youth culture. Its attributes are


provocative look,

rebellious attitude


and non-conforming behaviour.


And so is Punkcoin. Of course it stands for a decentralized finance (DeFi) 
system. But while Bitcoin and some altcoins are more and more discovered 
by big institutions, Punkcoin is mainly the investment for private individuals. 
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And with the total supply of 1,000,000,000,000,000 tokens everyone is able 
to own many Punkcoins.


Punkcoin is inspired by CryptoPunks and Bastard Gan Punks (V2). It is a 
meme token. But a different one. Punkcoin is the most rebellious token. This 

attribute offers the possibility to outperform and contraperform other 
cryptocurrencies.


Its design shows exactly what we mentioned before. There are obvious 
similarities to Bitcoin, Litecoin, Bitcoin Cash and Dogecoin, but the pink 

colour and the line at the top of the P - a tribute to punk hairstyles - signal 
uniqueness and non-conformity. One more evidence is the black colour of 

this whitepaper.


The distribution of Punkcoin 
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As mentioned before, the maximum supply will be minted during an ICO. 
The half of it - 500,000,000,000,000 tokens - will be offered to investors 

during the ICO.


The other half is reserved for marketing (15 %), general reserve (10 % - 
purpose later in the whitepaper), partners (10 %) and team (15 %).


With these strict rules we ensure a wide distribution without majorities. This 
is a key to a fair market price, also in the long term.


As you can see, the project provides a solid distribution plan to build a 
stable basement for fairness, but also success. Let us grow together.


Punkcoin ICO 

Our ICO will have a maximum duration of 30 days. During this time investors 
are invited to invest in Punkcoin. It will be an increasing price ICO with a 

double final price and a soft and hard capture.


During the ICO all of the funds are frozen. After the ICO investors can claim 
their Punkcoin tokens or, in case of no success, their Ethereum refunds.


The ICO contract source code is verified and published on Etherscan.


Following the key parameters of the Punkcoin ICO
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Additional info and next steps 

Before and during the ICO there will be no Punkcoins at all. After the ICO 
investors, partners and team can claim their Punkcoin tokens. This is the 

moment when a fair trade will start.


Our intention for the beginning is to get listet at several decentralized 
exchanges, e.g. Uniswap is obligatory.


We are not going to begin listing. But a part of our token reserve will be used 
to build a liquidity pool on Uniswap to ensure listing, if necessary.


Parameters Value

Token name Punkcoin

Token symbol PKC

Token price (ICO start) 0.000000000002 ETH

Token price (ICO end) 0.000000000004 ETH

Soft capture 1 ETH

Hard capture 2,000 ETH
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Timeline Punkcoin 

Team and partners 

Team and partners decided to stay anonymous for the moment.
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